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Abstract

From an asteroid hitting the moon, making the crater, and furthermore expanding

the ejecta rays reaching out onto the moon’s surface can be outstanding to see even

from afar. The ejecta rays are what goes outwards from the crater because of the force

impact of the asteroid smashing into the surface of the moon. My project was the

measurement of the ejecta rays from different objects. Ejecta rays are the pulverized

rock made from the impact of the crater hitting the surface then launching the

demolished rocks outwards. Craters also have the ejecta blankets which surround the

crater because they are bigger and darker due to the close proximity they had to the

impact. My hypothesis is how different objects affected the distance of the ejecta rays

and what the objects were compared to a rock and marble? I suggested that the rock

would make a bigger difference from the marble from creating the ejecta rays. The

materials in this experiment were simple everyday-objects, such as cocoa powder, flour,

small materials able to drop and make an impact, objects that you would like to use to

make the crater, and a measurement tool to measure the distance. The different objects

used which were the independent variables, made a difference in the ejecta rays length

and/or distance which is the dependent variable. The control is what assimilates the

moon’s surface. The final analysis of my hypothesis was correct. From this experience, I

have learned that the moon’s and earth’s surface have their differences but they have

many major impacts that create the craters and lead to the ejecta rays being launched

out, creating the distance that I recorded. In addition, most of this project is based on an

asteroid hitting the moon’s surface, it is a recreation of what the moon’s surface actually



is. It reenacts how a crater would hit the moon with the ejecta rays launching out.

Ultimately so I can track the distance of the ejecta rays from the differences in the

objects being used.

Background Research

On the moon, there are already many craters there. They left their mark (mark)

and with it, left the aftermath of the impact. The ejecta rays are the lines that lead away

from the crater because of the impact of an explosion creating a gust of wind; which can

vary from size and length. The rays are made out of the pulverized and demolished rock

which can create cosmic splashes of dust from the explosion that leap out from the

impact of the crater while staying near it. This makes an ejecta blanket. The reason why

they are called ejecta rays implying that they eject outwards from the crash. They do

that because the force of speed from the object hitting the surface has such a strong

impact that it pushes the materials out of the way which is why they are called ejecta

rays because they eject. A marble and rock differ in size, for example in “Meet One of

the Moon’s Youngest Craters!” it states, “Most likely it was a small rock, probably about

the size of a basketball. However, it was moving at interplanetary speeds, much faster

than a rifle bullet. Its energy of motion was converted into light, heat, and rapidly

expanding debris.” The difference in the sizes does matter but in this situation the speed

is an important factor. This is because, as it states it was moving at the speed of light

which is incredible for such a small object to make a hit like that to a moon and can

create such a strong collision. The force of the object like the weight can make a heavy

crash but the speed of the object has a stronger impact because it's going fast. It can



transfer that energy to the surface which can make the surface and or anything on the

surface. According to “The mystery of crater rays may finally be coming to a close” it

states  “The number of these rays depends on the ratio of the size of the ball to the size

of the surface undulations; in terms of meteorite impacts, this is the equivalent of the

size of the meteorite compared to the space between valleys on the surface of the

affected moon or planet.” All of these variables have a huge effect in making the ejecta

rays. From this, the distance and width the ejecta ray can be measured by the object’s

amount of speed, weight, with what exactly is on the surface, and if the impact of the

asteroid is going to transfer all of its energy onto the surface— which creates all of the

ejecta rays and blankets.

The ejecta blanket is the debris from the crash which surrounds the crater like

the base surge of the crater. Many of these blankets are all around the moon and can

overlap from one another, depending on the size and the distance. An ejecta blanket is

a bit darker and denser than the ejecta rays. In “Encylopedia.com” it states “ In addition

to rock fragments excavated from the crater, and melted material, surface material from

outside the crater may be incorporated by base surge erosion or excavated by

secondary craters caused by large ejected blocks.” To say that the materials are what

create the ejecta blanket around because they are different then when the ejecta rays

are launched. The ejecta blankets are the closest to the crater while the ejecta rays

outreach far from it because the ejecta blanket stays within the crash while the ejecta

rays are the cause from the impact from the moon to and the asteroid which creates a

blast of gust. The surface of the moon does affect the ejecta rays and the blanket

https://www.encyclopedia.com/earth-and-environment/ecology-and-environmentalism/environmental-studies/base-surge#1O13basesurge


because the different materials within the moon are far reaching from earths. But that

does also include the gravity of the moon and since the moon has such a low gravity

rate the explosion may reach farther than they would on earth. For example, from “

Center for Lunar Science and Exploration”  it recalls “As you can see from this

expression, for a given ejection velocity and angle, ejecta will travel farther on a planet

with a weaker gravity field. … In large impacts, ejecta can be dispersed over very wide

areas of a planet or satellite. On the Moon, some rays and secondary craters extend for

thousands of kilometers from their source crater.” This information is further stating that

gravity has a factor in the distance of the ejecta ray because of how low they rate and

also how they can even go off the moon and somewhere near our satellites around

earth.

Introduction:

My project is all about what happens after the asteroid hits the moon’s surface,

furthermore creating a crater. What falls out of a crater exactly? They may be little white

lines to us on earth but they are actually crushed rock launched outwards away from the

crater and they are called ejecta rays. I will be testing which object can make the

distance of the ejecta rays increase. Ejecta rays are the lines after the asteroid hits the

moon made from cosmic splashes of dust. This happens when anything from rocks to

space junk or even asteroids from space hit which can have a strong impact on the

surface of the moon when causing explosions. This then leads to the ejecta rays that

are the aftermath and can still be seen. From that I want to see if different objects affect



the ejecta ray’s width and length but mostly the distance of them after the crater. The

objects are a random small sized edged rock in contrast to a smooth surface marble;

these two objects can compare and contrast from each other in many ways. So I

question, can different objects increase in the ejecta rays distance? The purpose of the

experiment is to compare objects and see their reactions from the moon's surface with

the ejecta rays since the moon’s surface is different from the earth’s. Since the earth’s

surface is different from the moons it will show a significant difference between them

because of the gravity.

The moon’s surface is a far reaching rock and there are already many craters

and ejecta rays on the moon we can already see even from earth but how far do they go

exactly? The purpose of my project is to see how far can the ejecta rays go between the

objects being impacted on the recreation to determine how the ejecta rays may go from

the asteroid.  Everything from the distance of speed, length, width, to the weight of it

can all be huge factors to look at to figure out the ejecta rays distance on how far they

may actually go along the moon's surface.

Question:

What is the crash difference between objects onto a moon’s surface impact and will it

affect the distance of the ejecta rays created? Will the difference from the object's size



and shape matter?

Hypothesis:

Considering the moon’s surface assimilation, if you drop a marble to a rock at the

same height will the ejecta rays from the craters differ in size because the marbles are

smooth and strong while the rock is sharp edged, which may result in longer ejecta

rays.

Variables:

❏ Independent: It is the different objects used in the explosion in creating the ejecta

rays. Those objects being, a smooth marble and a sharp edged small rock

❏ Dependent: The distance of the ejecta rays on the moon’s surface from the

aftermath of the explosion and impact of the object

❏ Control:The same measurements of (plain white flour, cocoa powder) to create

the moon’s surface

Materials:

❏ Metal sheet 17in x 11in (43.18cm x 27.94cm)



❏ Unbleached All-Purpose Flour

❏ Hershey’s Cocoa powder

❏ Marbles

❏ Rocks small size preferred

❏ Sifter

❏ Sprinkles are an option

❏ Ruler/Tape Measure

Procedure:

1. You first prepare the moon's sub surface. To recreate the moon’s surface you sift

in 1 inch of flour in the cake pan/metal sheet.

2. Next you add the sprinklers to bury them for the effect of rocks on the moon's

surface.

3. Then sift in a light layer of cocoa powder for the outer surface moon layer. Now

you have crafted the moon’s surface

4. Step 4: You then are ready to drop the two different objects at the same height 7

inches above, and you see the difference in distance of the ejecta rays

5. Measure the distance of the ejecta rays with a tape measure or ruler from the

marble and rock



Data:

Trials Rock Marble

1 1.56in 1.71in

2 2.81in 1.83in

3 1.06in 2.01in

4 1.40in 1.79in

5 1.88in 1.32in

6 2.94in 1.69in

7 2.31in 1.63in

8 1.46in 1.91in

9 2.63in 1.59in

10 2.13in 1.88in



Results:



Conclusion:

All in all, I found out that the rock created a farther distance in the ejecta rays

distance. My hypothesis was triumphant with this experiment. I've learned from this

project that the moon's surface is greatly different from the earths but most importantly

how and what exactly ejecta rays are, and how they react with the crater site and the

ejecta blanket. Eject rays are the demolished rock launched outwards from the crater

when it hits because of the force from the speed of the object the surface pushes the

demolished rock out. The different objects being used in this experiment were a rock

and a marble because they were formed differently from each other and they can

produce differences in the ejecta rays distance . I wanted to see which one could make

the distance of the ejecta rays longer. My hypothesis was the rock would make it go



further and I was correct in that sense of the ejecta rays but then I learned that the

marble made a larger ejecta blanket than the rock. I found out that the marble was

smoother and that might have been the cause of why they made the ejecta blanket

actually larger and the ejecta rays smaller. This is what I have learned from this

experiment but if I did this experiment again, I would add some more objects to be used

and also track the length and width of the ejecta blanket and also consider changing

the surface of the moon to the earth’s. However, these changes would be something

that I would do if I were to redo this project. In conclusion of this experiment I have

learned that my hypothesis was correct but also the project went well without any

complications. I did learn a lot about the moon and how the ejecta rays and blankets are

created from the crater and next time add some more variables to the experiment to get

more accurate data. Overall, I learned that the ejecta rays distance can change from

different objects but also how the objects can actually change almost everything about

the ejecta rays and ejecta blankets.
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